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Annexure  
Sample queries on above datasets for some use cases (spark commands):  

 

The cluster_node_usage_daily table 
This is a daily granularity table and captures the Qubole Compute Usage (QCU) and 
estimated_vm_cost($) values corresponding to the usage of each VM/node at a daily level. 
Same node can have multiple rows (one per day) if node runs for multiple days. 
Note:: QCU numbers provided here are for analytical purposes and may not match formal 
accounting/billing data.  
Uniqueness: env, account_id, event_date, vm_id 
 

ColumnName DataType Is Partition Column Description 

vm_id String No The unique cloud provider 
generated ID for each node 
that is launched by Qubole. It 
can be looked up in the cloud 
console.  

cluster_instance_id Int No The Qubole Cluster Instance 
Id. A Cluster Instance is 
defined as an instance of a 
cluster from the time it is 
started to the time it is 
terminated 

cluster_id Int No Qubole cluster id 

cluster_type String No Can be any of the following 
values:  

● Spark 

 

https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/user-guide/clusters/track-cluster.html#tracking-cluster-instances


 
 
 

● Airflow 
● Presto 
● Hive 

vm_pricing_type String No Denotes whether the node type 
is Spot or On-demand or Spot 
Block. Values are: 
Aws: spot/OnDemand 

vm_instance_type String No Type of VM instance, for 
example, (Aws: r3.2xlarge, 
r4.2xlarge etc). 

availability_zone String No The Availability Zone in which 
the node was launched 

region String No The Region in which the 
node/cluster instance was 
launched.All nodes of a cluster 
instance will be in the same 
region 

qcu Decimal 
(30,8) 

No The Qubole defined 
compute-unit usage value for a 
given cluster instance referred 
to by its cluster_instance_id.  

estimated_vm_cost Double No The cost incurred by the node 
(Spot, Spot Block or 
On-demand) for that date. The 
cost is prorated. For example, if 
an ON-Demand node (that cost 
$1 per hour) ran only for 6 
mins, then the value here 
would be $0.10 (6/60 mins). 
This is an estimated cost, 
based on publicly available 
On-demand and Spot price. 
This does not include any 
discounts or RI discounts.  

vm_run_time Int No The duration (in seconds) for 
which node ran on that 
date(event_date). For certain 
nodes that are spread across 
multiple days, this column 
represents the daily value and 
not the total value. To arrive at 

https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/billing/index.html#qubole-billing-guide
https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/billing/index.html#qubole-billing-guide


 
 
 

 

the total value, use 
aggregate(sum) function.  

ondemand_price Double No The On-Demand price of the 
same node instance type in the 
same Region for that date 
(event_date). 
(price is in USD) 

env String Yes Qubole environment {api, us, 
in, eu} 

account_id String Yes The Qubole account ID. 

event_date String  Yes The date for which the 
compute-capacity usage is 
calculated. (yyyy-mm-dd) 

 
 

The clusters_metadata_daily table 
This table contains metadata info for a cluster_inst. It contains the cluster_labels and cloud_tags 
associated with each cluster_instance at a daily level. Since cluster labels can be changed on a 
cluster within a day, a record includes all labels and tags associated with cluster instance over 
the day. So there will be only one record per day for a cluster instance. 
Uniqueness: env, account_id, event_date, cluster_instance_id 
 

ColumnName DataType Is Partition Column Description 

cluster_id Int No The Qubole 
cluster_id to which 
the Cluster Instance, 
Cluster Labels belong 
to.  
 

cluster_instance_id Int No ID of that cluster 
instance. A Cluster 
Instance is defined as 
an instance of a 
cluster from the time 
it is started to the 
time it is terminated 

cluster_labels Array<String> No Cluster labels 

https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/user-guide/clusters/cluster-basics.html#cluster-labels


 
 
 

 

associated with that 
cluster instance 

cloud_tags Map<String, String> No Custom VM tags 
(ec2_tags in case of 
AWS) associated 
with the cluster. 
These tags would be 
applied to the cluster 
nodes so that they 
can be tracked in the 
cloud billing console. 
Each tag will be 
stored in the map as 
a key & value pair. 

env String Yes Qubole environment 
{api, us, in, eu} 

account_id String Yes Account ID 

event_date String Yes The date for which 
this state is captured 
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

 
 
 
 

The command_usage table 
It stores the command level usage metrics. For each command we attribute vcore-seconds, 
QCU and estimated cost ($) in command run. In general there will be only one record per 
command.  
Important:  

1. For Workflow command types or commands with multiple statements, there can be 
multiple sub-commands triggered internally. In such cases, there will be multiple records 
in the table for the same command_id but engine_identifier will be different for each 
sub-command. Number of records for that command_id will be the same as the number 
of associated sub-commands. Usage metrics and status in these cases will be 
corresponding to each sub-command. To find a command level usage, metrics must be 
aggregated across all the records of that command_id.  

2. Command_id vs engine_identifier: 
a. command_id:  

i. This is a qubole generated command identifier. 

https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/user-guide/clusters/cluster-basics.html#qubole-cluster-ec2-tags-aws
https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/user-guide/clusters/cluster-basics.html#qubole-cluster-ec2-tags-aws


 
 
 

 

ii. Will be NULL in case of direct commands that are directly submitted to 
clusters or if we are not able to attribute usage of a cluster to any 
command. 

b. engine_identifier:  
i. If the engine type is Tez/Mr/Spark, it will be yarn application_id(identifier 

generated by yarn application). 
ii. If the engine type is Presto or query is of type DDL, it will be 

engine_id(identifier generated by the engine). 
iii. This will be NULL if we are not able to attribute the usage of a cluster to 

any command.  
3. In cases where Qubole is not able to attribute usage of a cluster instance to any 

command, there will be a record for that cluster instance for that day with a NULL value 
for both command_id, engine_identifier. User_indentifier in such cases will be ‘idle’. 
Possible reasons for not being able to attribute the usage are: 

a. Unsupported cluster version since cluster has not been restarted for long 
b. Unsupported custom packages on the cluster 
c. Data collection is disabled for qubole 

4. Uniqueness: 
a. env, account_id, event_date, command_id, engine, engine_identifier, 

user_identifier, cluster_inst_id: using these fields a record can be uniquely 
identified 

i. engine is useful in cases where a command internally uses multiple 
engines 

ii. engine_identifier is useful in cases where a command is executed into 
multiple sub commands or command is directly submitted to clusters (like 
notebook commands) 

iii. user_identifier, cluster_inst_id are useful in cases where clusters run 
without any command with idle usage. 

5. Commands running across day boundary: since command metrics are captured only 
after the command has ended, command record is created for the day on which it ended.  

 

ColumnName DataType Is Partition 
Column 

Description 

cluster_id Int No The Qubole cluster_id on which this 
particular command was executed.  

cluster_instance_id Int No Qubole cluster_instance_id on which 
this particular command was executed. 
A Cluster Instance is defined as an 
instance of a cluster from the time it is 
started to the time it is terminated 

engine String No Engine on which the command ran: 



 
 
 

tez 
mr 
spark 
presto 

user_identifier String No <Email of user>/ <User Identifier>/ 
‘Idle’ 
Idle in case no commands are running 
on cluster or Qubole is unable to 
attribute the usage to a command. 

command_id BIGInt No Qubole generated command id. In 
case of commands directly submitted 
to clusters, this would be null.  

engine_identifier String No Yarn application_id or engine 
generated unique identifier for a 
command (please refer table 
description above). In case of 
Workflow commands or commands 
with multiple statements that submit 
multiple sub-commands internally, 
command_id will be the same in this 
table for each such command but 
engine_id will be different for each of 
them and each sub-command will have 
a separate record in table. 

submit_time Timestamp No Submit time of 
command/sub-command as applicable 
such as ‘2019-10-01 10:41:38.0’ 
 

end_time Timestamp No End time of command/sub-command 
as applicable like ‘2019-10-01 
10:42:11.0’ 

duration Double No Duration (in milliseconds) for which this 
command/sub-command ran  

status String  No Status of command/sub-command. 

command_source String No The source from where the 
command/sub-command is submitted.  
 

1. UI 
2. TEMPLATE 
3. ODBC 



 
 
 

4. API 
5. DirectCommand (commands 

directly submitted to clusters 
bypassing QDS) 

6. SMART_QUERY 
7. SCHEDULED 
8. QUEST 

command_type String No Type of the command/sub-command: 
1. SparkCommand 
2. PrestoCommand 
3. DbExportCommand 
4. HiveCommand 
5. HadoopCommand 
6. CompositeCommand 
7. DirectCommand 
8. DbImportCommand 
9. SqlCommand 
10. ShellCommand 
11. NotebookDashboardCommand  

 

qcu Double No Qubole defined compute-unit 
usage(AWS: QCU, Azure: AVMU) for 
the command/sub-command as 
applicable.  

estimated_cost Double No VM Cost (in $) used by the command 

vcore_seconds Double No Cumulative Vcore-seconds used by the 
command/sub-command 

command_counters Map<String, 
Double> 

No Map containing other metrics related to 
the command/sub-command.  

command_tags Array<String
> 

No The array of query tags used to submit 
the command/sub-command  

env String Yes Qubole environment {api, us, in, eu} 

account_id Int Yes Qubole account_id 

event_date String Yes Date of completion of the command. 
(yyyy-mm-dd) 

  
 

https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/user-guide/analyze/commands.html#author-and-execute-commands
https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/billing/index.html
https://docs.qubole.com/en/latest/billing/index.html


 
 
 

 
 

Annexure 

Sample queries on above datasets for some use cases (spark commands): 
1. The daily cost of clusters associated with a cluster label (uses tables: cluster_no

de_usage_daily, clusters_metadata_daily) 
 
select a.event_date,a.account_id,a.env,a.cluster_label,sum(qcu) as qcu, 
sum(estimated_vm_cost) as `cost($)` 
from(select event_date, account_id, cluster_id, env,explode(cluster_labels) as cluster_label 
 from  qubole_bi_us_382.clusters_metadata_daily  

where event_date >='2019-12-15' 
and event_date <='2019-12-20' 
and env = 'us') a 

join (select * 
from  qubole_bi_us_382.cluster_node_usage_daily  
where event_date >='2019-12-15' 
and event_date <='2019-12-20' 
and env = 'us' ) b on a.event_date = b.event_date and a.env = b.env and 

a.cluster_id = b.cluster_id 
group by a.event_date,a.account_id,a.env,a.cluster_label; 
 

2. Daily cost of clusters associated with a cloud tag (uses tables: 
cluster_node_usage_daily, clusters_metadata_daily) 
 

select a.event_date,a.account_id,a.env,a.cloud_tags,sum(qcu) as qcu, 
sum(estimated_vm_cost) as `cost($)` 
from(select event_date, account_id, cluster_id, env,concat_ws(':',key,value) as cloud_tags 
from(select event_date, account_id, cluster_id, env,explode(cloud_tags) 

from  qubole_bi_us_382.clusters_metadata_daily  
where event_date >='2019-12-15' 
and event_date <='2019-12-20' 
and env = 'us') t ) a 

join (select * 
from  qubole_bi_us_382.cluster_node_usage_daily  
where event_date >='2019-12-15' 
and event_date <='2019-12-20' 
and env = 'us' ) b on a.event_date = b.event_date and a.env = b.env and 

a.cluster_id = b.cluster_id 



 
 
 

group by a.event_date,a.account_id,a.env,a.cloud_tags; 
 


